Call Today for Your Free Inventory Analysis
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■

Are you using the most current-limiting fuses to reduce electrical hazards in your facility?
Are some of your fuses obsolete and potentially unsafe?
Is your critical production equipment adequately protected?
Are you carrying excessive or duplicate fuse inventory?
Is your purchasing department unknowingly ordering replacement fuses when you already have equivalent fuses in
your storeroom?

Increase Safety with MROplus™
If you don’t know the answers to the questions above, the Littelfuse MROplus™ program can help.
Simply fill out the request form with your current fuse inventory and we will provide you with a detailed report,
identifying opportunities to improve safety and save money.

Your detailed report will include:
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■

A streamlined current-limiting fuse inventory recommendation that can lower electrical hazards
A guide to further reducing electrical hazards within your facility
An annual cost savings estimate based on inventory reduction
An option for free customized inventory bar code bin labels
A detailed cross-reference guide

With MROplus™, you will:
■■
■■
■■
■■

Obtain superior protection to safeguard personnel and equipment
Eliminate obsolete non-current-limiting fuses to increase safety
Organize fuse inventory to minimize confusion and save time
Reduce inventory and costs

Request Your Free Report Today
Simply e-mail the request form with your fuse inventory to techline@littelfuse.com or to your local sales representative.
We will do the rest.

TECHLINE@LITTELFUSE.COM
1-800-TEC-FUSE

Organize Your Fuse Inventory with Storage Pro
■■ Simplify inventory management with custom printed bin labels
■■ Organize fuse inventory based on your MROplus™ analysis
■■ Maximize space with this flexible Storage Pro system

Get a Free Storage Pro Organizer when you meet one of the following three
requirements:
1. Completed MROplus™ Analysis, along with a $2,500 opening conversion order
2. Completed MROplus™ Analysis, along with a $2,500 POWR-PRO® RK5 to RK1 conversion order
3. Purchased POWR-GARD® Engineering Service

Option 1
A free-standing Storage Pro rack and 72 bins in four different
sizes. Bins can be mixed and matched to fit your needs.

Option 2
Durable, stackable bin system designed to accommodate
the most popular fuse sizes. 72 bins in four different sizes to
maximize flexibility. To be used with your existing rack
or shelving.

TECHLINE@LITTELFUSE.COM
1-800-TEC-FUSE

